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Abstract

In the case of over-constrained mechanisms, the system can only be assem-
bled or move under strict geometric conditions. A crucial step is to identify
these conditions from the geometric model. Classically, the geometric model
of a robot is computed from the Denavit-Hartenberg formalism. However,
when imperfect mechanisms are studied, this formalism does not introduce
exhaustively small geometric defects. In this article, a formalism based on
kinematic joint invariants is preferred to describe the geometric behavior.
The efficiency of this formalism is demonstrated for the accuracy improve-
ment of a serial robot. A stationarity analysis of the geometric model is
then performed to determine the geometric constraints induced by the over-
constrained systems and to reduce the number of geometric parameters ini-
tially introduced. The methodology is first illustrated on an over-constrained
slider-rod-crank system. Then, it is applied to the over-constrained mech-
anism of the Tripteor X7, a Parallel Kinematic Machine-tool. The benefit
of our methodology is validated by a comparison of the geometric model
obtained with a CAD model and a previous geometric model proposed in
the literature. Finally, the identification of the parameters of the defined
geometric model is conducted in order to quantify the potential accuracy
benefit.
Keywords:
identification, over-constrained mechanism, geometric model, geometric
defects, stationarity analysis
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1. Introduction

Parallel kinematics manipulators are now commonly used for machining.
Indeed, the kinematic and dynamic capabilities of these kind of architecture
can be relevant for High-Speed Machining (HSM) [1]. However, their level of
accuracy is low compared to Serial Kinematic Machine-tool [2]. This limita-
tion is due to the fact that the end-effector of Parallel Kinematic Machine-
tool (PKM) is connected to the fixed platform with at least two independent
kinematic chains [3].

To improve the accuracy of the end-effector pose (positioning and orienta-
tion) of a PKM, research works investigate particularly two ways: the increas-
ing of stiffness and the improvement of geometric identification process [4].
To increase stiffness without weighting the PKM structure, over-constrained
PKM were designed and developed [5]. An over-constrained PKM is defined
as a PKM with common or redundant constraints that can be removed with-
out changing the kinematics of the mechanism [6]. A stiffness comparison
between Tricept robot and Tripteor X7 (an over-constrained PKM equivalent
to Tricept in term of architecture and motion) shows a decrease of 0.177mm
on average for the linear displacement induced by a 450N load [5]. This
difference is important regarding machining requirement (< 0.05mm) [1].

However, over-constrained mechanism complicates the control of geomet-
ric behavior. Indeed, for example, the classic formula of Kutzbach-Grübler
for computing the mobility of general spatial mechanisms does not always
work in the case of over-constrained mechanism [7]. Thus, dedicated studies
are required to improve accuracy of over-constrained PKM after an identifi-
cation process.

Ramesh’s work underlines the importance of a geometric identification in
the case of robots with serial architecture [8]. This identification allows to
reduce the geometric transformation errors. Majarena shows the importance
of geometric identification for PKM in order to reach the target point in the
workspace with greater accuracy [9]. In his work, the positioning errors are
divided by a factor 10 and the orientation errors by a factor 20 after identi-
fication. The geometric identification is performed in four steps: modeling,
measurement, identification and correction [10]. The geometric model that
includes defects is the first step of this process.

The geometric model including defects is a mathematical description of
the geometric behavior of the studied robot. This model expressed the end-
effector pose in the fixed frame regarding the value of the active joints and
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geometric defects. Two types of defects can be implemented in the geomet-
ric model of a robot [11]. The size defects are linked to the variation of
the non-null size parameters introduced to describe the nominal geometry
of a robot architecture. The other small defects concern all the other small
variation which are defined to model the geometric behavior of a robot with
a greater accuracy.

There is a challenge to determine the minimum number of geometric de-
fects to be introduced in order to control the robustness of the identification
process ([12] and [13]). Alici performs the identification of a serial structure
with 14 and 18 parameters [14]. Models with fewer identified parameters
lead to a larger residual error. However, increasing the number of param-
eters makes the model sensitive to identification errors [13]. It is therefore
necessary to evaluate the relevance of all the parameters introduced in the
model. The reduction of the number of parameters can be achieved by in-
troducing only independent parameters related to the different links as in
the work of Chen [15] and Everett [16] or through a sensitivity analysis as
presented by Fan [17].

Considering of serial robots, the number C of independent geometric pa-
rameters necessary to define the geometric model is known according to [16]:

C = 4R + 2P + 6 (1)

where R is the number of rotational joints and P is the number of prismatic
joints. However, this formula can not be applied for over-constrained PKM.
Indeed, an over-constrained PKM can only be assembled or move under strict
geometric conditions [18]. These geometric conditions reduce the number of
independent geometric parameters which should be introduced in the geomet-
ric model. The aim of this paper is to propose a methodology to determine
the influence of over-constrained mechanisms on the number of geometric
parameters necessary to establish the geometric model including defects of an
over-constrained PKM with an attempted final accuracy less than 0.05mm.

A classical method for defining geometric models of robots is based on the
Denavit-Hartenberg (DH) formalism [19]. This formalism introduces length
and angle parameters. However, this formalism is inadequate to model de-
fects between two almost parallel adjacent joints due to the numerical insta-
bilities that rise during the identification process [20]. In addition, it does not
ensure to consider joint axis orientation defect on (−−→xi−1,−−→zi−1) plane (Fig.1).
Moreover, the introduced geometric defects are of different natures (length
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and angle) which contribute to the poor conditioning of the identification
process [21].

To override the drawback of DH formalism, Chanal proposed a new for-
malism based on a vector description of kinematic joint invariants [11]. Cur-
rently, this formalism was uniquely apply to a SCARA robot. The application
of this new formalism in case of the SCARA robot ensures to improve the
final accuracy after an identification process in comparison to a model de-
fined from DH formalism with small defects. In this article, an adaptation of
this formalism to PKM is proposed. The initial number of introduced geo-
metric defects respects equation (1). Thus, a stationarity study is conducted
to identify the geometric parameters which must be null to guarantee the
assembling and the moving of the studied over-constrained PKM if all its
elements are considered as rigid. The present study ensures to reduce the
number of geometric parameters necessary to model the geometric behavior
of OPKM and appears as the basis on future studies about the deforma-
tion of the over-constrained mechanism during a motion when one of these
geometric constraints is violated.

This article is organised into five sections. First, the formalism applied to
define the geometric model of PKMs is introduced. Then, the methodology
used to determine the geometric constraints imposed by an over-constrained
mechanism is presented. This methodology is based on a stationnarity analy-
sis. The next section shows the application of the method on two systems: an
over-constrained slider-rod-crank mechanism and an over-constrained PKM,
the Tripteor X7. Finally, the identification of the Tripteor X7 geometric pa-
rameters is presented to validate the potential accuracy benefit brought by
the proposed approach.

2. Methodology for defining the imperfect geometric model with
small defects

First, an initial geometric model including small defects is developed.
This model must ensure a definition of an exhaustive geometric defects. Thus,
we choose to apply a formalism based on a vector modeling of kinematic joint
invariants [11]. In addition, robot’s links are decomposed into 1 degree of
freedom (DoF) links in order to decompose movement and geometric defects
between those movements. For a single-axis rotation, the joint invariants are
a straight-line (i.e. the axis of rotation) [22]. 4 parameters are introduced for
describing this geometric feature, i.e. 2 parameters to define the straight-line
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orientation and 2 parameters to define a point of this straight-line. For a
unidirectional translation, the joint invariant is a straight-line parallel to the
direction of the translation, i.e. 2 parameters to define the orientation of this
line [22]. To apply this formalism to a solid with two links, i− 1 and i, three
coordinate systems are defined (Fig. 1):

• RLi
, this frame is fixed regarding link i. The normalized vector −→z Li

is
along the axis vector of joint i.

• RPi−1
, this frame is fixed regarding link i. This frame is defined from

frame RLi−1
by applying the movement allowed by link i− 1.

• System functional frames. These frames are defined by the PKM inte-
grator in the numerical controller. These frames are, in particular, the
end effector frame and the fixed platform frame of the system.

Frame RLi
is defined such that:

• the normalised vector −→z Li
is along the axis vector of joint i. Its coor-

dinates in frame RPi−1
are (Ii, Ji, Ki);

• the normalised vector −→x Li
is supported by the common perpendicular

between −→z Li
and −→z Pi−1

;

• the normalised vector −→y Li
completes the coordinate system thanks to

the right-hand rule;

• The position of the origin point can be anywhere in the joint axis.
Concretely, it is chosen to simplify the calculation. Thus, the coordi-
nates of vector −−−−−−→OPi−1

OLi
are in frame RPi−1

and are denoted (Ai, Bi, Ci).
These coordinates in the RLi

frame change to (Xi = Xin + dxi, Yi =
Yin + dyi , Zi = Zin) where (Xin, Yin, Zin) are the nominal dimensions
and (dxi, dyi) are position defects. There is no defect on the −→zLi

axis
since it is the invariant for both joint type and we choose to set OLi

in
the plane (Xin, Yin) for easiness reason.

Frame RPi
is defined by a rotation around the axis −→z Li

or by a translation
along the axis −→z Li

of the frame RLi
(Fig.2). The rotation around the −→zLi

axis is parameterized with the angle θi. The translation along the −→zLi
axis is

parameterized with the length xi.
The mathematical link between the introduced frames is expressed by

three types of homogeneous matrices:
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• the geometric parameters matrices DLi
Pi−1

express frame RLi
in frame

RPi−1
according to small geometric defects. This matrix defines a rigid

transformation which integrates geometric defects;

• the motion matrices MPi
Li

express frame RPi
in frame RLi

; This matrix
defines the movement of the concerned joint;

• the configuration frame matrix TB
A express the robot frames RB defined

in the numerical controller in the previous frame RA. This matrix
defines a rigid transformation.

The configuration frame matrices are not constrained, i.e. there is no
standardization for the definition of this type of matrices.

Fig. 1 illustrates the introduced frame with their associated parameters.
The particular expression of geometric parameter matrices DLi

Pi−1
is also given

in Fig. 1.

Joint defect definition

Axis of Li−1

−→x Pi−1

−→y Pi−1

−→z Li−1 = −→z Pi−1

OPi−1

Axis of Li

joint

OLi

−→x Li

−→x Li−→y Li

−→z Li
= −→z Pi

−−−−−−→
OPi−1OLi

DLi
Pi−1

=


− Ji√

I2i +J2
i

− IiKi√
I2i +J2

i

Ii Ai

Ii√
I2i +J2

i

JiKi√
I2i +J2

i

Ji Bi

0
√
I2i + J2

i Ki Ci

0 0 0 1



Figure 1: Definition of the frames and notations of the proposed formalism
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−→x Li

−→y Li

−→z Li
= −→z Pi

OLi

−→x Pi

−→y Piθi

OPi

MPi

Li
=




cos(θi) sin(θi) 0 0
sin(θi) cos(θi) 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1




−→x Li

−→y Li

−→z Li

OLi

−→x Pi

−→y Pi

−→z Pi

OPi

xi

MPi

Li
=




1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 xi

0 0 0 1




Figure 2: Definition of the necessary frames and matrices for the rotation and the trans-
lation movement

The system is decomposed into parallel or serial subsystems. Parallel sub-
systems are composed by several legs creating closed loops in the geometric
model. Serial subsystems are simple links. The geometric model is realized
from the product of the different defined matrices expressed for each leg as
presented in the equation (2).

Ti
PF
0 = TP0

0 · (
N∏
i=1

DLi
Pi−1

· MPi
Li
) · TPF

PN
(2)

where Ti
PF
0 expresses the final frame RPF

in the reference frame RP0 with
the parameters of the concerned leg and both TP0

0 and TPF
PN

are configuration
frame matrices.

Thus, there are as many expressions of the matrix Ti
PF
0 as legs of the

parallel sub-system. The geometric model is obtained due to the equality of
each expression.

To conclude this section, the model proposed introduces four parame-
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ters per rotational joint: two position parameters since OPi
and OLi

are
on the joint axis and two orientation parameters since −→z Li

is normalized
(
√
I2i + J2

i +K2
i = 1). For a prismatic joint, two parameters are introduced:

two orientation parameters since −→z Li
is normalized (

√
I2i + J2

i +K2
i = 1).

However, the geometric model defined in this section does not take into ac-
count the constraints on the geometric defects imposed by the over-constrained
mechanism. The next section present a method to determine those con-
straints.

3. Stationarity analysis of an over-constrained mechanism

By stationarity study, we mean the differentiation of the geometric model
with respect to each geometric parameter and each passive joint parameter.
With this kind of study, the impact of a small variation of a geometric pa-
rameter on the passive joint motions is thus analyzed. For a given geometric
parameter, if the computation of the passive joint motions is not successful,
this means that the studied geometric parameter is constraint by the over-
constrained nature of the mechanism. This analysis is conducted to identify
geometric constraints caused by the over-constrained mechanism.

The stationarity S for the system defined by the geometric model f(ξi, qj) =
0 is written as follows:

S(f) =
∑
i

∂f

∂ξi
dξi +

∑
j

∂f

∂qpj
dqpj = 0 (3)

where ξi are the geometric parameters of the model, dξi the associated de-
fects, qpj the passive joint parameters, and dqpj the corresponding small varia-
tions. This study evaluates the influence of a small variation of a geometrical
parameter on the configuration of the system with the hypothesis of small
displacements.

This study is performed by considering no defect on the active joint posi-
tions. Thus, it ensures to focus on the influence of each geometric parameter
variation on the mechanism movement. To the best of the author’s knowl-
edge, the stationarity study has not been exploited to study the particular
geometric behaviour of over-constrained PKM.

This analysis helps determine constraints on geometric parameters of an
over-constrained mechanism. Those constraints are the ones imposed to geo-
metric parameters which must be respected to always verify S = 0. Failure to
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meet these geometric constraints results in an unassemblable or not movable
system.

In the following section, the method which ensures to identify the geo-
metric constraint imposed by an over-constrained mechanism from the sta-
tionarity analysis is detailed.

4. Determination of geometric constraints

In this section, the proposed model and its associated stationnarity anal-
ysis are performed on two over-constrained systems to determine the geomet-
ric constraints. The first system corresponds to an academic slider-rod-crank
system. It serves as illustration of the method since this system is simple
and well-known. The second studied system is the Tripteor X7, an over-
constrained PKM.

4.1. 3D slider-rod-crank system
First, the method is applied on the slider-rod-crank system presented in

the Fig. 3. This section presents in detail the complete method to identify
geometric constraints of an over-constrained mechanism.

The introduced parameters respect the formalism presented in the above
section. The definition of frames of the Fig. 3 is realized according to the
rules defined in section 2 as follow:

1. Frame RP0 is the reference frame of the mechanism;
2. Frame RL1 is defined such that −→z RL1

is along the revolution axis of the
first link. Note that we choose −→x RL1

along −→x RP0
;

3. Frame RR1 is obtained from the rotation of frame RL1 about angle
−→z RL1

of θ1 .
4. Frame RL2 is defined such that −→z RL2

is along the revolution axis of the
second joint. −→x RP1

is normal to −→z RL1
and −→z RL2

;
5. Frame RR2 is the rotation of frame RL2 along −→z RL2

of angle θ2;
6. Frame RL3 is the translation of frame RR2 along −→x RR2

in order to have
−→z RL3

on the revolution axis of the third joint;
7. Frame RR3 is the rotation of frame RL3 along −→z RL3

of angle θ3;
8. Frame RL4 is the movement of frame RP0 in order to have −→z RL1

on the
translation axis of the fourth link and the origin of the frame RL4 at
the link location;

9. Frame RR4 is the translation of frame RL4 along −→z RL4
of length x4.
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θ1

θ2

θ3

x4

Kinematic model of slider-rod-crank mechanism

OP0 −→x P0

−→y P0

−→z P0

−→x
L1−→z L1

−→x P1

−→x L2

−→z L2

−→x
P2

−→x
L

3

−→z L3

−→x
P3

−→x L 4

−→z
L4

−→x
F = −→z

P4

−→y F
=
−→x P 4

−→ z
F

=
−→ y

P
4

OP1=OL1

OP2=OL2

OP3=OL3

OL4

OPF
= OP4

||−−−−→
OP1OP2|| = L1

||−−−−→
OP2OP3|| = L2

||−−−−→
OP3OPF

|| = L3

||−−−−→
OP1OP4|| = L4

||−−−−→
OL4OPF

|| = x4

−→z L1 = −→z P1

−→z L2 = −→z P2

−→z L3 = −→z P3

Figure 3: Parameterization of the slider-rod-crank mechanism

Nominal values of the introduced geometric parameters are given in Ta-
ble 1. Note that in the case of the slide-rode-crank mechanism, Ai integrate
size defects as they are size parameters with a non-null nominal value. Ge-
ometric parameter, motion and configuration frame matrices are given in
equations (4),(5) and (6).
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DL1
R0

=


1 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1

 DL2
R1

=


− J2√

I22+J2
2

− I2K2√
I22+J2

2

I2 A2

I2√
I22+J2

2

J2K2√
I22+J2

2

J2 B2

0
√
I22 + J2

2 K2 C2

0 0 0 1



DL3
R2

=


− J3√

I23+J2
3

− I3K3√
I23+J2

3

I3 A3

I3√
I23+J2

3

J3K3√
I23+J2

3

J3 B3

0
√
I23 + J2

3 K3 C3

0 0 0 1

 DL4
R0

=


− J4√

I24+J2
4

− I4K4√
I24+J2

4

I4 A4

I4√
I24+J2

4

J4K4√
I24+J2

4

J4 B4

0
√
I24 + J2

4 K4 C4

0 0 0 1


(4)

MR1
L1

=


cos(θ1) − sin(θ1) 0 0
sin(θ1) cos(θ1) 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 MR2
L2

=


cos(θ2) − sin(θ2) 0 0
sin(θ2) cos(θ2) 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1



MR3
L3

=


cos(θ3) − sin(θ3) 0 0
sin(θ3) cos(θ3) 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 MR4
L4

=


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 x4

0 0 0 1


(5)

TRF
R3

=


1 0 0 L3

0 0 1 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 1

 TRF
R4

=


0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1

 (6)

15 geometric parameters, including defects, are introduced: 9 for the
orientation of joints axis (I2, J2, K2, I3, J3, K3, I4, J4, K4) and 6 for the
position of the joint axis (A2, B2, C2, A3, B3, C3). Note that a part of these
parameters are dependant since −→z Li

is a normalized vector and since OPi

and OLi
are on the joint axis.

In this system, the input motion is defined by the active angle parameter
θ1 and the output motion is defined by the passive length parameter x4

(Fig.3).
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The system equation obtained by the closure of the kinematic loop is
given in equation (7).

T1
RF
R0

= DL1
R0

MR1
L1

DL2
R1

MR2
L2

DL3
R2

MR3
L3
TRF
R3

= DL4
R0

MR4
L4
TRF
R4

= T2
RF
R0

(7)

where T1
RF
R0

is the matrix linking the reference frame to the final frame
passing by parts 1, 2, 3 and 4 and T2

RF
R0

is the matrix linking the reference
frame to the final frame passing by parts 0 and 4.

Table 1: Nominal parameters for the slider-rod-crank mechanism

i Ii Ji Ki Ai Bi Ci

1 0 −1 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 1 L1 0 0
3 0 0 1 L2 0 0
4 1 0 0 L4 0 0

The stationarity methodology proposed in equation (3) is also applied on
the orthonormalization constraint equations of joint RLi

: I2i + J2
i +K2

i = 1.
These equations give the relations Ii × dIi + Ji × dJi +Ki × dKi = 0. Since
the considered joints are only revolute or prismatic joints, the variations of
the joint axis along the −→zLi

axis are not constrained by an over-constrained
mechanism. In the slider-rod-crank system presented, this leads to dK2 = 0,
dK3 = 0 and dI4 = 0 since I2 = J2 = 0, I3 = J3 = 0 and J4 = K4 = 0.

The stationary analysis of the obtained geometric model gives twelve
equations. Nine of them strictly concern the defects associated to orientation
parameters. The three left over deal with the defects associated to position
and orientation parameters. In the nine equations concerning orientation
constraints, some are linear combination of others. This system of equations
can be reduced to six independent equations. The system (8) consists of
the independent equations extracted from the stationnarity analysis of the
geometric model. The study of those equations ensures the determination of
several geometric constraints of the over-constrained system.
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eqI = − sin(θ1)dJ2 − cos(θ1)dI3 − dJ4 − sin(θ3)dJ3 = 0

eqII = −dK4 − dI3
J3

− dI2
J2

− cos(θ2)−cos(θ1−θ3)
2

J3dI2 = 0

eqIII = dJ4 + (cos(θ3)− cos(θ1))dI2 + cos(θ3)dI3
+sin(θ3)dJ3 + sin(θ1)dJ2 = 0

eqIV = −(sin(θ3) + sin(θ1))dI2 + cos(θ3)dJ3
− sin(θ3)dI3 − cos(θ1)dJ2 = 0

eqV = dK4 +
dI3
J3

+ dI2
J2

= 0

eqV I = cos(θ1)dJ2 − sin(θ1)dI3 − cos(θ3)dJ3 = 0

− sin(θ3)db3 − dX4 +
L2 sin(θ3)

J2
dI2+

eqV II = cos(θ1)da2 + cos(θ1)da3 − sin(θ1)db2
+L2 sin(θ3)dθ3 = 0

eqV III = −(L3 sin(θ1) + L2 sin(θ2))dJ2 − dc2 − (L3 + x4 + L4)dJ4
−L3 cos(θ1)dI3 − L3 sin(θ3)dJ3 = 0

−(L3 + x4 + L4)dK4 − cos(θ3)db3 + cos(θ1)db2 + sin(θ1)da2
eqIX = +sin(θ1)da3 − L3

J2
dI2 − L3

J3
dI3 + L2 cos(θ3)dθ3

−J3L3 cos(θ2)
2

dI2
+L2 cos(θ3)

J2
dI2 +

J3L3 cos(θ1−θ3)
2

dI2 = 0

(8)
Step by step, the necessary conditions that the geometric parameter de-

fects shall satisfy to guarantee the validity of equation I to equation IX are
studied. For example, since the nominal value of J2 and J3 are equals to zero
(Table 1), the defect dI3 and dI2 are equal to zero to avoid eqII tending to
infinity. By taking into account the zero value of dI2 and dI3 in eqV , dK4 = 0
is obtained. In addition, dθ1 and dθ3 can reach different values for each con-
figuration of the system. These values can be determined to guarantee that
system of equations (8) is satisfied. Thus, from eqIV and eqV I , by taking into
account that dI2 = dI3 = 0, dJ2 and dJ3 need to be equal to zero. Finally,
replacing those results in system of equations (8) gives two last constraints:
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dJ4 = 0 and dc2 = 0.
This study on the slider-rod-crank system gives a total of 6 constraints

on 6 defects associated to orientation parameters and one constraint on a
defect associated to a position parameter. In other words, the stationary
study ensures to find 6 geometric constraints on 6 defects which are dI2, dJ2,
dI3, dJ3, dJ4, dK4 and dc2 shall be equal to zero. Those constraints show
the need of the slider-rod-crank system to be planar as it is expected for
this well-known system. In addition, from the 15 parameters introduced in
the proposed geometric model, 9 parameters can take value different to 0 to
guarantee the assembly and the movement of the system.

In this section, the model and the stationnarity analysis have been applied
on the slider-rod-crank system in order to present the complete method on
a simple and well-known system. The next part of this article focus on an
over-constrained PKM: the Tripteor X7.

4.2. Tripteor X7 PKM
The Tripteor X7 is an over-constrained PKM whose kinematic model is

presented in Fig.4. Frames used in the model of the Tripteor X7 are set
up in the same way than the slider-rod-crank system previously presented.
Note that frame RICS is the frame of the fixed platform and frame RMPS is
the frame of the mobile platform (Fig.7). The approach is divided in four
sub-system presented in equation (9) :

T1
MPS
ICS = DL11

ICSM
R11
L11D

L21
R11M

R21
L21D

L41
R21M

R41
L41

DL51
R41M

R51
L51T

MPS
R51

T2
MPS
ICS = DL12

ICSM
R12
L12D

L22
R12M

R22
L22D

L32
R22M

R32
L32

DL42
R32M

R42
L42D

L52
R42M

R52
L52D

R51
R52T

MPS
R51

T3
MPS
ICS = DL13

ICSM
R13
L13D

L23
R13M

R23
L23D

L43
R23M

R43
L43

DL53
R43M

R53
L53D

R51
R53T

MPS
R51

TT
MPS = DL6

MPSM
R6
L6D

L7
R6M

R7
L7T

T
R7

(9)

with:

• T1
MPS
ICS the model for the first leg (Fig.5 a));

• T2
MPS
ICS the model for the second leg (Fig.5 b));
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Figure 4: Kinematic model of the Tripteor X7, the black part corresponds to the fixed
platform, the cyan part to the mobile platform and the dark brown hosts the spindle of
the machine-tool

• T3
MPS
ICS the model for the third leg (Fig.5 c));

• TT
MPS the model of the wrist of the Tripteor X7 (from the platform

MPS to the tool T ).

75 defects associated to 75 geometric parameters are introduced in the model
of the machine parallel architecture and are referenced in the Table 2.

The application of the stationarity analysis on the normalization equa-
tion of −→zLi

vectors constraints gives 14 constraints on defects parameters:
the variations of the joint axis along the −→zLi

axis is not constrained by the
over-constrained mechanism. In order to write the closure properties of the
over-constraint parallel architecture of the machine, two loops are consid-
ered by subtracting sub-system matrices defined in equations (9): T1

MPS
ICS −

T2
MPS
ICS = 0 and T1

MPS
ICS −T3

MPS
ICS = 0. The stationarity analysis is applied

to the geometric model expressed thanks to these two equations.
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Figure 5: Parameterization of the Tripteor X7 legs
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Le
g

1

DL11
ICS DL21

R11 DL41
R21 DL51

R41

× dI21 dI41 dI51
× dJ21 dJ41 dJ51
× dK21 dK41 dK51

× da21 × da51
× db21 × db51
× dc21 × dc51

Le
g

2

DL12
ICS DL22

R12 DL32
22 DL42

R32 DL52
R42 DR51

R52

dI12 dI22 dI32 dI42 dI52 dI62
dJ12 dJ22 dJ32 dJ42 dJ52 dJ62
dK12 dK22 dK32 dK42 dK52 dK62

da12 da22 da32 × da52 da62
db12 db22 db32 × db52 db62
dc12 dc22 dc32 × dc52 dc62

Le
g

3

DL13
ICS DL23

R13 DL43
R23 DL53

R43 DR51
R53

dI13 dI23 dI43 dI53 dI63
dJ13 dJ23 dJ43 dJ53 dJ63
dK13 dK23 dK43 dK53 dK63

da13 da23 × da53 da63
db13 db23 × db53 db63
dc13 dc23 × dc53 dc63

Table 2: 75 parameters introduced to model the Tripteor X7 parallel architecture

The application of the stationnarity on the first loop allows to find the
first geometric constraints. The list of geometric constraints is extended with
the application of the stationnarity on the second loop. A third application
on the loop containing leg 2 and leg 3 confirms the determined constraints
gathered in Table 3. To validate our approach, we choose to analyse the
consistency of the obtained geometric constraints with the geometric model
implemented in the numerical controller of the Tripteor X7.

Comparison of the determined constraints with other models
In order to evaluate the consistency of the geometric constraints found

analytically, a CAD model of the Tripteor X7 skeleton is realized. The ob-
tained constraints are moreover compared with the one expressed in Putch-
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Leg 1 Leg 2 Leg 3
dI21 = 0 dI12 = 0 dI13 = 0
dK21 = 0 dI22 = 0 dJ13 = 0
dI41 = 0 dI32 = 0 dK13 = 0
dK41 = 0 dI42 = 0 dI23 = 0
dI51 = 0 dJ42 = 0 dK23 = 0
dJ51 = 0 dK42 = 0 dI43 = 0
dK51 = 0 dJ52 = 0 dK43 = 0

dK52 = 0 dI53 = 0
dI62 = 0 dJ53 = 0
dK62 = 0 dK53 = 0

dI63 = 0
dJ63 = 0
dK63 = 0

Table 3: Constraints due to hyperstatism for the Tripteor X7

ler’s work. Putchler’s work is the based of the definition of the geometric
model implemented in the numerical controller of the Tripteor X7 PKM [23].

The CAD model of the Tripteor X7 skeleton is implemented in the Catia
V5R21 software The geometric defect markers are introduced with the same
definition introduced in the matrix of the Fig. 1. However, identity ma-
trices are set up when two links are parallel, because the software performs
approximations. Without this modification, the software returns errors for
two parallel links. The active motion available at each joint is defined with
the distance or angle constraints. The skeleton model is presented in Fig. 6.

Several defects are tested on the model and we gather three main behav-
iors from the software:

• The defect introduced creates an error from the software. It is impos-
sible with this defect to reconfigure the machine because of its over-
constrained structure;

• The defect introduced creates a movement of passive joints. The soft-
ware generates a reconfiguration of the structure;

• The defect introduced changes nothing on the structure. The defect is
not influent.

18



Figure 6: CAD model of the Tripteor X7 skeleton

The first and the third behavior are obtained when the defect studied is in
Table 3. The second behavior occurs when there is no geometric constraints
in the studied parameter.

On The other hand, Putchler’s model [23] is the geometric model im-
plemented in the numerical controller of the Tripteor X7. It is presented
in the figure Fig. 7. The obtained geometric constraints are consistent
with the Putchler’s hypothesis except for 3 (Table 4). Actually, Putchler
over-constrained the orientation of 3 rotational joints axes of the leg 2 (−→u 2,
−→u ′

2 and −→v 2). Putchler’s model over-constrained the geometrical parameters
which have an impact to the accuracy reached after an identification process
and to the cost of the PKM.

In the next section, the proposed geometric model is applied, with its
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Putchler Transcription of Geometric constraints determined
model Putchler model by the model presented

in the model and the stationnarity study
−→u1//−→u3

−−→zR11//
−−→zR13 dI13 = dK13 = 0

−−−→
A1A3 = λ−→u1

−−−→
A1A3 = L · −−→zR11 Given by model

−→u1 ⊥ −→v1 −−→zR11 ⊥ −−→zR21 perpendicularity given by
−→u3 ⊥ −→v3 −−→zR13 ⊥ −−→zR23 dK21 = dK23 = 0
−→u2 ⊥ −→v2 −−→zR12 ⊥ −−→zR22 ∅

−→v1//−→w1
−−→zR21//

−−→zR51 Defects compensing themselves outside of the plane
−→v3//−→w3

−−→zR23//
−−→zR53 perpendicularity to −−→zR2i

and −−→zR5i

between R2i et R5i, i ∈ {1, 3}
−−−→
A′′

iBi ⊥ −→vi
−−−→
A′′

iBi ⊥ −−→zR2i
perpendicularity given by

dK4i = 0, i ∈ {1, 3}
−−−→
A′′

iBi ⊥ −→wi

−−−→
A′′

iBi ⊥ −−→zR5i
perpendicularity given by

dK5i = 0, i ∈ {1, 3}
−→
u′
2 ⊥ −→v2 −−→zR32 ⊥ −−→zR22 ∅

Table 4: Comparison of determined geometric constraints with Putchler’s model hypoth-
esis [23]

geometric constraints of the Tripteor X7, to illustrate its potential benefit in
term of geometrical accuracy after an identification process.

5. Model identification

In order to illustrate the gain in term of accuracy of our approach, an
identification of the model of Tripteor X7 is conducted. Measurements were
done with a laser tracker in the workspace of the machine . Fig. 8 presents
the set of the 107 measured points in the workspace of the Tripteor X7.

According to the stationary analysis developed in the previous section,
only 46 parameters have to be identified for the parallel architecture of the
machine instead of 75. In addition, only 8 parameters have to be identified
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for the serial wrist of the machine. These 52 parameters are gathered in the
Table 5. They have to be identified to establish the geometric model of the
complete structure of the PKM.

I J K A B C Total
− − − − − −

Leg 1 − J21 − A21 B21 C21 8
− J41 − − − −
− − − A51 B51 C51

− J12 K12 A12 B12 C12

− J22 K22 A22 B22 C22

Leg 2 − J32 K32 A32 B32 C32 24
− − − − − −
I52 − K52 A52 B52 C52

− J62 − A62 B62 C62

− − − A13 − C13

− J23 − A23 B23 C23

Leg 3 − J43 − − − − 14
− − − A53 B53 C53

− − − A63 B63 C63

Wrist − − − A6 B6 − 8
I7 − K7 A7 B7 C7

Table 5: List of parameters to identify with the model presented

The identification process is conducted according to the graph in Fig. 9.
The lsqnonlin function of the MatLab® software is used to minimize the
cost function defined as follow:

fcost(ξj) =
52∑
i=1

(Xi −GM(Qi, ξj))
2 (10)

where Xi are the measured positions and GM(Qi, ξj) is the Inverse Geometric
Model in which ξj are geometric parameters with defects and Qi are actuator
position.

The rank of the Jacobian matrix of the optimisation is 52 as the numbers
of parameters. However its conditioning is above 105 which is due to the low
number of measured points.
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The graph in Fig. 10 presents the residual evaluations of fcost. Despite
the reduced number of measurement points, the positioning error of the end
effector is decreased to less than 0.1mm. Since the modification of the geo-
metric model implemented in the numerical controller of Tripteor X7 is not
possible, the validation of the accuracy of our geometric model is realized
thanks to the measure of 30 other points (Fig. 8). The errors between the
simulated position of these points with our identified model and the measures
done by the laser tracker feature a maximum about 77.9µm and an average
about 44.1µm.

These values are consistent with machining applications.

6. Conclusion

Over-constrained structure are used to increase PKM stiffness. How-
ever, over-constrained mechanisms complexify the definition of the geometric
model. Classical Denavit-Hartenberg [19] can be apply to model those over-
constraint machines. However, the model introduced in this article presents
the advantage of introducing the minimum number of necessary parameter
to exhaustively describe the geometric behavior of over-constraint structures.
The stationarity analysis allows identifying the geometric constraints due to
over-constrained mechanism.

Two systems are modeled with the presented method: the well known
slider-rod-crank system and the Tripteor X7 PKM. Geometric constraints are
obtained with this method for both systems. Our methodology is unbiased
and seems to be more robust compared to other works which identify geo-
metric constraints thanks to an analysis based uniquely on their knowledge
[23]. Since the introduced geometric parameters are exhaustively control, the
final accuracy obtained after identification is improved.

Future works will be conducted to systemize the analysis of the station-
narity study. Indeed, the rules and conclusions are extracted thanks to man-
ual analysis.
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Figure 7: Putchler’s model of the Tripteor X7 presented in [23]
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Figure 9: Diagramm of the identification Process used in this study
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